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Introduction
From now on, this channel will become world issue blog. Please stay tune for more
articles. And be sure to add this website to your bookmark, if you are interested in the
following topics.
• World Issues
• Moral and Humanities
• General Philosophy
• Existentialism
• Aestheticism
• Determinism
• Chaos theory
• Digital physics
• Fatalism
• Free Will
• Voluntarism
A very short article within the trending and contemporary topics in Philosophy
discipline. Updated bi-weekly, the article you could finish reading in a coffee break is
the aim of this paper.
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Why Fatalism is Dangerous?
The dangerous part of fatalism The most shocking moment when someone is
reading about determinism and mistaken it with fatalism. When they ask if everything
was decided, so why should I bother? That’s a warning. Very dangerous indeed
thought. To help them to escape the thought of fatalism is important, since they might
trapped in fatalism, which could be unavoidable, but whether they could escape from
this thought or not, is determined. Can they met somebody who could explain why
fatalism is not real, or they go to self-help to leap over those traps. Our duty could be
spreading the word, even it might not reach them. I hope you could join me in this act.
If I could go back in time, I would... thoughts
In some point, you or you heard of someone will say "If I could go back in time, I
would choose B instead of A.". That’s normal thinking, because we made mistakes and
we are wrong. But without the knowledge of present, and the temptation of the
moment your made thew choice, you will a 100 percentage choose the same. You
eliminated the choice could possible correct choice. The reason is simple, you don’t have
intel of the choices or you are affected by other factors like your friends, families,
geographical location, news, things happening that moment, the recent experiences even
it’s ever since so slightly insignificantly small and unintentional and unimportant. You
could not avoid the consequences of making the same choice with those setup and
factors, just like a calculator, it’s always two when you add one to one.
More to read
If you are interested, you might also read Nietzsche, Kaufmann, and Hollingdale
(1967).
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